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The University of Wollongong (UOW) supports the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) approach to developing 
District Plans for Sydney, and welcomes the opportunity to provide comment on the Draft South District Plan (DSDP). 
Effective long term planning is essential to address the inherent challenges of providing jobs and economic growth, 
affordable housing, and improved connectivity . This is particularly the case given the 
high rates of annual population growth across the metropolis, which are forecast to continue over the next two decades. 

UOW has strong links to Southern Sydney as it is a significant student catchment area for both the main campus in 
Wollongong and also for the Southern Sydney Campus located at Loftus. In 2016 there were 3,520 students from 
Southern Sydney enrolled at UOW, which makes up almost 20% of total enrolments. As such, UOW is committed to 
seeing the District achieve the ambitions set out in the DSDP to grow the number of knowledge-intensive and health 
related jobs, increase the number of people working in their local area, and improving connectivity between key centres 
such as Kogarah, Hurstville, Bankstown, Campsie, Miranda and Sutherland. 

This brief submission provides UOW input into the consideration of growing higher education in Southern Sydney. 
Universities are a key driving force for the creation of knowledge based jobs and innovation ecosystems, and hence are 
critical to achieving the growth and productivity priorities set out in the DSDP. 

UOW is a research intensive University that has built a strong international reputation for world-class research and 
exceptional teaching quality, and is ranked amongst the top 2% of Universities worldwide1. In 2016 UOW had over 
33,900 total student enrolments across its global campus network and more than 2,400 staff (FTE).  

The University offers more than 400 undergraduate/postgraduate courses and research degrees across a wide range of 
disciplines through five broad faculties. These are the Faculties of: 

 Business 
 Engineering and Information Sciences 
 Law, Humanities and the Arts 
 Science, Medicine and Health 
 Social Sciences 

UOW is renowned for world-
best modern universities: 

- 12th in the world  QS Top 50 under 50 (years old) rankings 2016. 

- 218th in the world  QS World University Rankings. 

- Highest ranked university in NSW on Quality Indicators for Learning and Teaching (QILT). 

- 5 Star rating in the 2017 Good Universities Guide for overall quality, student retention, learner engagement, learning 
resources, skill development, student support and teaching quality. 

- UOW is consistently ranked in the top 1% of universities in the world for the quality of our graduates, ranking in the 
151-200 band in the 2017 QS Graduate Employability Rankings.  

Since gaining independence from UNSW in 1975, UOW has expanded rapidly into an international multi-campus 
university, with three Sydney campuses (at Loftus, Liverpool and Sydney CBD), Wollongong, Shoalhaven, Batemans 
Bay, Bega, and the Southern Highlands. The University also has campuses in Hong Kong and Dubai. Our most recent 
facility is the brand new South West Sydney Campus in Liverpool CBD. This campus was established in 2017, to better 
service the burgeoning population of South West Sydney and growing demand for higher education in this region. This 
initiative is discussed further in our separate submission on the Draft South West District Plan. 

                                                           
1 218th in the world  QS World University Rankings 2016/2017 
251-300 band  Times Higher Education World University Rankings 2016/2017 
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UOW has also established an Innovation Campus in Wollongong (with assistance from the NSW Government) which is 
an education, research and related business precinct. It s leading research and 
innovation institutes, including: 

 iAccelerate 
 Sustainable Buildings Research Centre 
 Australian Institute for Innovative Materials 

These facilities complement other centres of excellence on our Wollongong Campus, including: 

 Illawarra Health and Medical Research Institute 
 SMART Infrastructure Facility 
 Early Start (focusing on early childhood development) 

 

UOW has undergone massive expansion over the past 20 years, growing from around 12,700 student enrolments in 
1998 to 33,900 in 2016 (onshore and offshore combined), which represents around 8.4% average annual growth over 
this period. During this time UOW has seen substantial growth in international student numbers, resulting in a diverse 
student population consisting of over 143 nationalities. 

Through its research and teaching, employment of staff and commercial enterprises, UOW is a strong driver of 
economic activity, and has been instrumental in contributing to the diversification of the Illawarra regional economy 
from one focused on manufacturing and steel production, to a diverse, highly skilled and globally competitive region. A 
recent economic impact assessment, estimated the total value add contribution of UOW to Gross Domestic 
Product in 2015 was $1.2 billion, with $815 million in value add to the local Illawarra economy, as summarised in 
Table 1 below. The total direct, indirect and induced job creation for the Illawarra region is 7,195 FTE2, which 
increases to 7,794 across NSW.  

UOW also generated $557.9 million in research and innovation income between 2006 and 2015, and incubated over 65 
start-up businesses through its iAccelerate facility since 2012. 

Table 1: UOW total economic contribution (2015 $ ) 

 ILLAWARRA NSW AUSTRALIA 

GROSS OUTPUT $1,393M $1,545M $2,161M 

VALUE ADDED $815M $886M $1,210M 

JOBS (FTE) 7,195 7,794 10,169 

Note: Totals quoted include direct, indirect and induced impacts 
Source: Branigan, J., Harvie, C., Michalas, G., Ramezani, F. (2016) Leading Locally, Competing Globally: Measuring the University of 

University of Wollongong, p.48. 

 

 

The UOW Southern Sydney Campus was established at Loftus in the early 2003, and is co-located with the Sutherland 
Shire Hub for Economic Development (SSHED) and the Sutherland Lotus Campus of Sydney TAFE. Together they 
comprise an education and economic hub for the district centre of Sutherland. 

UOW Southern Sydney Campus is one of only few higher education institutions that currently have a facility presence 
in the South District. Student numbers have averaged between 400 and 450 students over recent years. The courses 
currently offered at the Southern Sydney Campus through the Faculties of Business and Science, Medicine and Health; 
are: 

                                                           
2 Full time equivalent 
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 Bachelor of Business  
 Bachelor of Commerce 
 Bachelor of Economics and Finance 
 Bachelor of Nursing 

With the recent opening of our new South Western Sydney Campus, a new University leadership position of Academic 
Director, South Western and Southern Sydney Campuses has been created. This position will facilitate the tandem 
operation and growth  and South West, as well as strengthen our 
strategic engagement with these metropolitan communities. 

As part of this initiative UOW has commenced an examination of recent demographic trends, market demand and other 
opportunities with a view to further enhancing our academic offerings at Southern Sydney Campus. UOW will also 
examine our facility requirements including potential need to expand our teaching spaces to cater for additional courses 
and students. Accordingly, the DSDP provides an important reference resource to inform this process. 

The DSDP appropriately states that one of its key objectives is to 
competitiveness, while offering a diversity of jobs in locations people can easily access.3 The presence of universities 
has been shown to enhance the success of local economies by providing a source of skilled workers and new ideas.  

As UOW has grown in student numbers over recent years, the number of employees has grown to 2,500, making the 
University one of the top five employers within the Greater Wollongong/Illawarra region. As shown in Table 1 above, 

$1.3 billion ($815 million in value added), and a total direct and indirect jobs of 7,195. 

skilled and globally competitive region, an increased presence of higher education capability in the South District 
would also help to drive further increases 
proportion of knowledge-intensive jobs (19%) is well below the 32% average for Greater Sydney, in part due to the 
high levels of commuter outflows to surrounding districts.4 

An enhanced presence of higher education in the South District would generate broader benefits of: 

 research and innovation activities; 
 promotion of enterprise, business development and growth; 
 human capital development; and 
 enhancing the social and cultural life of the region. 

While the DSDP talks extensively about public and private school systems under Section 4.8  
need for services, there is no discussion of tertiary education assets and needs. For example, except for a symbol on a 
map of Sutherland District Centre (p.56) there is no reference to the existence of the UOW Southern Sydney Campus. 
This deficiency should be addressed in the final version of the Plan. By comparison, the South West District Plan 
extensively articulates the existing and planned future tertiary and vocational education facilities in Liverpool and 
Campbelltown and their role in contributing to growth and development for South Western Sydney. 

Given these potential benefits and the existing presence of UOW Southern Sydney at Loftus (and WSU at Bankstown), 
the finalised South District Plan would benefit from some discussion about the benefit of higher education in the 
District to meet its economic and productivity priorities.  

The DSDP identifies that due to the current size, connectivity and potential to generate up to 20,500 jobs by 2036, 
health and education super precinct. This builds on 

red by St George Hospital (which 
is to be redeveloped by the NSW Government), St George College of TAFE, St George Private Hospital and the 
headquarters of St George Bank. There is clear logic in leveraging these assets for future growth in the District. 

Sutherland, is categorised as a District Centre, with a baseline target to create 8,000 jobs by 2036, from the current 
estimate of 5,700 jobs in 2016. As previously mentioned, while the education assets of UOW Southern Sydney Campus 

                                                           
3 Greater Sydney Commission 2016, Draft South District Plan, November 2016, p.33. 
4 Greater Sydney Commission 2016, Draft South District Plan, November 2016, p.34. 
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and Sutherland College of TAFE are noted on the Sutherland map on p.56, the priorities for the area (listed below), do 
not acknowledge the potential of the existing education hub in Sutherland to contribute to achieving the broader  tertiary 
education priorities for the South District. The proposed priorities for Sutherland listed in the District Plan are currently 
listed as: 

 build on the  
 facilitate the attraction of office and commercial floor space 
 encourage new lifestyle or entertainment uses to activate streets and growth the night time economy 
 design streets to become more enjoyable public spaces to spend time 
 activate secondary streets 
 improve tree cover and the quality of public realm 

which identifies an expanded university presence in the Shire as one of its key outcomes.   

Given the Draft Plan states that leveraging health and education assets is one of the best catalysts to grow smart jobs5, 
the DSDP should acknowledge the potential of the existing education assets in the priorities for Sutherland in order to 
increase the proportion of knowledge based jobs in the District.  

 

Conclusion 
potential enhancement of its existing academic program and facilities builds creates an opportunity to increase 

the presence and impact of an education precinct in the South District, as such the benefits of this should be identified in 
the Draft South District Plan. In this c
inter and intra-regional transport connections, between the main strategic and district centres identified, and how they 
can be augmented sufficiently to support travel times of 30 minutes or less to health, education, jobs and services. 

The University commends the Greater Sydney Commission on its efforts in developing the Draft South District Plan 
and would be pleased to further discuss the matters and suggestions contained within this submission. For further 
information or clarifications please contact Mark Roberts; Senior Manager, Strategic Projects on  

  

 

 

                                                           
5 Greater Sydney Commission 2016, Draft South District Plan, November 2016, p.40. 




